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:'eke awri ayie
Rashi tells us that Yaakov Avinu wanted to “sit in peace”.  In fact, say Chazal, that this is the way of tzadikim - to desire to live in peace.

Hakadosh Baruch Hu however, does not concede to their request. “Is it not enough that they will dwell peacefully in Olam haba”, says the Ribono shel
Olam, “that they desire to live peacefully in this world as well?” Because, Yaakov wanted “peace”, Hashem sent the episode of the sale of Yosef way,
as if to say, “No Yaakov, you cannot have peace in this world!” It behooves us however, to understand, why not. After all, Yaakov wasn’t looking to sit
and relax on the beech or go on a cruise. Certainly, Yaakov Avinu’s sole kavana in this was so that he could have enough menuchas ha’nefesh to
dedicate himself to Torah and avodas Hashem without having to worry about anything else. These are very noble intentions. What could be wrong with
this?

HaRav Moshe Shternbuch Shlit”a explains that  although a person’s main focus in life should be to Torah and mitzvos, a person grows more
from difficult experiences. Chazal tell us “l’fum tzara agra” -that reward is commensurate with the pain involved. This means that although one should
not seek difficult challenges in life, whatever Hakadosh Baruch Hu sends his way, is tailor designed for him specifically, so that he can achieve
maximum growth. In other words, although an endless amount of money coupled with the genius of R’ Akiva Eiger and the arichus yamim of
Mesushelach might enable a person to learn more uninterrupted hours of Torah and be more involved in other higher pursuits, this is far from a recipe
for success in achieve one’s own potential. HaRav Shternbuch says that he remembers that when he was in yeshiva, a choson approached the Rosh
Yeshiva (HaRav Moshe Schneider zt”l) on the day of his chasuna to ask for a beracha. When the Rosh Yeshiva asked him what sort of beracha he
wanted, the choson said he wanted a beracha that everything should go smoothly. HaRav Schneider, who understood that life isn’t supposed to be
“smooth” refused to give such a beracha. Instead, he wished the choson that he should “get through” all the challenges that life will present.

This is a vital lesson for all of us. When we see other people who seem to have it easy (or so we think), and we imagine that if we were not
“so disadvantaged, imagine what we could accomplish...” we should first of all remember that it likely isn’t true. However, beyond this, we need to bear
in mind that we grow most from life’s challenges, and if Hakadosh Baruch Hu sends us difficulties and challenges, we should understands that He
wants us to grow.

:sqei
It took twenty-two years from the time that Yosef took leave from Yaakov until they were reunited. Chazal tell us that this corresponded to the

twenty years that Yaakov had spent in Lavan’s house, creating and raising his family, and the two years of travelling to get there and back. Since
Yaakov had neglected kiud av v’eim for twenty-two years, his son was taken from his presence for the same length of time. While mathematically, this
makes sense, why Yaakov should be punished for such, does not.  Aside from the fact that Yaakov for the most part was busy working to marry Leah
and Rochel and having children, he was in fact following his parents’ directive to go find a wife from Lavan’s family. Why then should he be faulted, and
much less, punished, for his extended absence?

HaRav Moshe Shternbuch shlit”a suggests the following: The twenty-two years of Yosef’s absence was not a punishment per se.  Yaakov
Avinu could not have avoided his situation.  Indeed, he had to stay away from his parents in order to get married and build a family.  The situation was
beyond his control and Yaakov was not punished for it. However, Yaakov knew that it didn’t have to happen this way.  Had Elifaz not taken all his
material possessions, Yaakov would have shown up to Lavan’s house with the wherewithal to take Rochel as his wife and return home shortly



thereafter. Yaakov understood the fact that he couldn’t, as itself a punishment for previously neglecting or somehow being delinquent in his fulfilment of
kidum av v’eim.  While one might not be liable for failing to do mitzvos for which he was exempt, the growth he could have gained is an opportunity that
is lost.  This itself is a punishment.

Chazal tell us that “megalgelin zechus al yedai zakai” – one who has many merits, gains the opportunity for more merits.  When opportunities
for mitzvos and chesed come our way, the Ribono shel Olam is not only giving us the opportunity to grow, but is often rewarding us by giving us these
opportunities.  This is an important lesson to remember and internalizing it can introduce a new excitement to what could otherwise be perceived as
bothersome.
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“ H a l a c h i c    D i s c u s s i o n “

This week’s halachic discussion is reprinted from the Rosh Kollel’s English commentary of Sefer Chayei Adam on hilchos Chanuka and Megilla

There is debate in the Gemara (Shabbos 22a) as to whether or not one is permitted to light one
[Chanuka] candle from another. Rav prohibits this, and Shmuel is lenient. The Gemara further
investigates the basis of their dispute: Perhaps Rav’s reasoning is that drawing fire from the existing
flame with a match or the like constitutes a lack of respect for the mitzva [of the existing flame]. (This is
known as bizuy mitzva) If so, one may light another candle directly from an existing flame, provided the
wicks are long enough to facilitate this. If this is the case, then according to Shmuel it would be
permissible lighting a second candle via a match or intermediary candle. However, perhaps Rav is
concerned that lighting one candle off of another one appears as if he is removing a part of the mitzva
(this is known as ak’chushei mitzva). If so, then even Shmuel might only permit lighting from one candle
to another when transferring directly. The Rishonim debate if the halacha follows Rav or Shmuel and
whether the concern is bizuy or ak’chushei mitzva.  Still, all agree that it is indeed permitted to light one
candle directly from another. (Either because the halacha follows Shmuel, or because even Rav agrees
that there is no real issue of ak’chushei mitzva.) However, since (as explained above, siman # 25) only
the first flame is the real mitzva, one cannot light the other lights from it as they are (comparatively)
non-mitzva flames. (Darkei Moshe quoting the Mordechai.)

However, if two people light in the same location (such as neighbors who light at the entrance of their
common chatzer) the second person may light his Menorah directly from the first. [This is indeed the
ruling of the Mishna Berura, but does not apply to two people lighting in the same house since the basic
mitzva is only one candle per household.] See however Tosfos (Shabbos 23a - [d”h shema mina]) who
writes that although this is technically permissible, the custom is to be stringent and never light one
candle from another. Accordingly one should avoid doing so even in the case of two neighbors lighting
in a common entrance.

The Tur quotes the Sefer HaTeruma that since the halacha follows the opinion of Shmuel, one is
permitted to draw fire from a Chanuka flame to light a candle to be used for a different mitzva such as
Torah study etc. Since they are both mitzvos, using the flame for another mitzva does not constitute a
lack of respect for the first mitzva. [Even according to those Rishonim who rule like Rav’s opinion, it
would still be permitted to light the second candle if lighting directly from the first.] See however Biur
HaGra who disagrees. He writes that the opinions which forbid using the Menorah’s light to learn or
perform other mitzvos rule as such because they understand this to constitute a bizuy mitzva.
Therefore, drawing from its flame is no different. See Mishna Berura who appears to rule stringently.


